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Tuesday
This week’s guest speaker is Simon Weir,
presenting his fascinating talk “Beyond
Visible Light,

- a journey into Infrared

photography”.
Simon’s inspiring talk looks at the history of He will also showcase the work of infrared
infrared (IR) photography over the last 100 photographers from around the world as
years. It covers the discovery of "invisible" well as his own portfolio of IR images
light, the invention of IR films and their taken over 15 years. Simon is also leading a
many civilian and military uses, the move to workshop on Tuesday afternoon, so we look
digital camera conversion and even a forward to seeing members’ images in next
week’s newsletter!

moment of space exploration!
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Clive Haynes FRPS

Annual Show Tickets
On sale this week, please see Anne
Burrows. Tickets £5 (cash only please) to
include a sit-down ploughman's supper, a
pudding, a soft drink and tea or coffee to
finish. A bargain! You only need tickets for
the supper (first part of the evening). All

Competitions

Social

members are welcome to join for the show
and presentations.

If you’ve not already given Henry your

Don’t forget the meet-up at the Dragon Inn,

AV competition entry, please let him

Worcester, 3.30pm on 1st April - newer

have it by Tuesday 28th..

members are particularly warmly invited,
but all members are welcome. Sign up on

Entries for the Annual Club Show should

the members’ website now!

be with Eric by latest 4th April, but
earlier would be much appreciated!
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Congratulations!
WCC member Andrew Gagg FRPS received a 5 Star award and the Cavendish Prize (Music production CDs) for his entertaining AV King
Krak and the Dragon at the recent IAC British International Amateur Film Competition 2017. Interesting that Andrew’s work has
successfully bridged the gap between AV and the movies.
The AV will be shown as part of the BIAFF Film Festival on 23rd April in the The Premiere Awards Show - why not have a day out in
Market Harborough and book a day ticket?

Triple congratulations also go to Dr Charles Ashton who had three Images accepted for the Evesham open and a bumper crop of 13 for
MidPhot. (Sadly for us the latter went in under the aegis of Kempsey, his last club, but warm WCC congrats nevertheless!). He has also
just heard that his ARPS has been ratified - quite a week!
The Boss, The Guard and Piles - Evesham Open.

Walking through, Chai Break, Ready,
Walking With My Baby, Old Father Thames, The Blue Door.
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Saltburn Pier, Sunday Papers,
Rush Hour,
Another Crazy Day, My Worldly Goods,
Tower Reflections, Vanishing point.
Dr Charles Ashton.
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Members’ images
A few more Liverpool images
from Clive Haynes FRPS:Mersey Tide,
Floating Seat.
Stolen Moments,
Still - Motion.
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Tony’s MA images
This club is blessed with excellent photographers willing to spend
time and energy helping anyone who asks for it. Two such
individuals are Martin and Clive, without whose help and guidance,
the pleasure I get from photography would not be as great as it is
today.
The best of my photography has for over 40 years been rather
restricted to America and the western life style, and will probably
continue to be so until such time as I am unable to get there. I’m a
cowboy ( not the builder type) at heart.
A few years ago my photography took on another direction, I went
with the WCC on one of Martin’s many trips to photograph “Worcester
Grot”. When I met the group, I soon realised this was way outside my
comfort zone. I was lost, and as an “F” embarrassed - I had to watch
others as I had little idea of what to photograph, or indeed how.
I remember Martin telling me “If there’s nothing to take a photo of,
take one of something.” That comment has been with me wherever I
take my camera and is used on numerous occasions at the many
cruise and camera club lectures I give. It’s the best way I know of
training the brain and the eye to look for pictures.
Here are a few of what I refer to in my presentations as my M.A’s.
Those at my lectures immediately think they are Master of Arts until
I tell them, and I do , that it is with thanks to Martin Addison they
were taken at all.
So folk, if you have problems or just want to learn, ask one of the
many willing helpers at the club, you could even ask me now.
Thanks to all those at WCC,
Fish tank at Webbs,
1/10th & zoomed,
Number plate zoomed,
1/5th sec
& Multiple exposure.
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Tony Gervis FRPS

Food

dye

in

water,

Shadows @ 1/10th sec,
Footballers, (1/10th sec)
Ice skating (1/10th sec).
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Bryce Canyon, Beach oils,
Worcester shoppers, Flower, long gone,
Lone tree

We very much look forward to seeing a
selection of Tony’s travel images when he
gives his talk One Man and his Van to us on
11th April - make sure you’ve got it in the
diary! It’s a great tale of 19000 miles and
20+ countries including some now difficult
to get to.
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Diploma Group Worcester Photowalk part 2
Harry Wilkie kindly sent a couple of photos of the group in action, Karen Dewson, Duncan Locke and Chris Ford add their views to the
varied selection that people found. Always fascinating that people find such different photographs in the same place…

Chris Ford

Walkies, Karen
Dewson
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Karen Dewson
“Look at me!”

Duncan Locke,
Setting up,
Fishermen,
Rowers,
King’s

Boat

House,
Silhouette.
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From Barrie’s Bench
Barrie Glover DPAGB BPE3* says:- “Here are five images from my recent playing around on the garage bench exploits.”
He adds that he would be happy to demo to members how these and others were achieved, so do let Barrie know if you’re interested in
finding out more - I certainly am!
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Diary

Competitions and Exhibitions

MCPF Print & PDI club championships Sat

Worcester Cathedral in Focus 2017 photo competition. ££

22 April, - ticket order form here.

Prizes plus an exhibition for the winners. £3 to enter up to 3
photos or £5 if you are using a camera with a tripod. The photo
permits, entry forms and competition rules are obtainable from

Spetchley Gardens open from 1st April.

the Cathedral shop in the Cloister. Entry forms must be
validated. Closes Monday 31 July 2017.

Why not spend some time in the bird hide
at Croome now spring is here and see what

Win a Polaroid Cube!

you can spot? WCC member Bob Tunstall
can offer advice - you’ll see some of his
pictures on the Croome website, too. Lots of

Last chance for the 3-2-1 AV challenge. Closes 31st March.

other wildlife to look out for, too.
BPE Salons
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th

April Shelsley Walsh Breakfast Club.

Cheltenham Salon closes 23rd April. Why not have a go?

Open to all, whether car enthusiast,
Robin Hood closes 28th April. (PDI only).
member of the club, motorsport mad or just Neath Salon closes 22nd April.
like going out and meeting friends. As well
Rushden Open - closing date 9th April.
as seeing a wide variety of cars old and
new, you can also see the restored water
mill in action, walk the hill and visit your
Yard of Tarmac. Sounds like lots of photoopps! See also….

IPP iphone Awards closing soon.
StreetFoto Awards - 4 competitions. (You will need to sign up to LensCulture which is
free to join and you can download a free guide to exposure and competitions.)

6 & 7th May Hill Climb Speed into Spring
Don’t forget to check the ad hoc events on
the members’ website - lots coming up!
How about adding to the list?

WWT Bromsgrove

Wildlife

Week starts on 3 April…
rd

6th April. WWT Guided Walk at Piper’s Hill.
Booking essential. £6.
7th April Chaddesley Wood wild ramble. £6.
Booking essential.
8th April Join Redditch local group of WWT

Toxteth

at Upton Warren for a look at this unique

Reservoir,
Paul Mann

reserve.

And finally…
More of Alan’s alternative definitions ….

ARPS CPAGB

Barrel
8th April. Hunt slow-worms, grass snakes

Distortion -

Stomach ailment

usually following Christmas Dinner.

and more on this wildlife discovery course
at Lower Smite Farm.

Brief Exposure - Frequently caused by very
windy conditions.
Toxteth
tripods

Candid Photography - That branch of the art

Finally, if you fancy some pictures of the

Jenny Rees

indulged in when the baby has had its sticky

Severn Bore, here is the 2017 timetable.

Mann

hands on the camera.
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